Term 3Year 5/6

Spelling
Practise these spelling every
week for an end of term test!
Remember to identify the root
words, and apply spelling rules
to help you!

Reading
Read for 30 minutes at home
each day, and
complete your
reading record.
Visit the library whenever you
can to find a great read!

17) embarrass 1.

1)

curiosity

2)

government

18) forty

3)

privilege

19) bruise

4)

queue

5)

existence

6)

accompany

7)

appreciate

8)

disastrous

9)

develop

20) environment

2.

10) determined
11)

desperate

12) definite
13) dictionary
14) equip
15) equipment
16) especially

3.

Write a book review on
A Monster Calls. It
should be about 1 page
of writing, and include a
plot summary and
reasons for
recommendation.
Read a book of your
choice. When finished,
write an alternative
ending to the story
(based on what you know
about the characters
etc.).
Make sure your reading
record book is up to
date, and that you complete a challenging book
(and pass the quiz).

Science

Maths

Choose 2 topics from the list below,
and create a detailed fact file on
each one. They must be wellpresented, and show your understanding. They must be at least one
side of A4 each.


The structure and function of the human
digestive system



Light—how do we see, how does light
travel?



What is electricity, how does it travel?



Classification of living things.



The structure and growing cycle of
plants and flowers.



What are forces and magnets?



What is sound and how does it travel?



Rock types and formation.



The structure and function of the human
circulatory system.



What is sound, and how does it travel?



What is a fair test? What are variables?



The life cycle of mammals.



What is evolution and inheritance?

Maths homework will be related to topics
covered in class
- if it is not
given out, you
will need to
work on your
multiplication
tables Times table
Rock Stars!

